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1. Introduction 
In this paper, I would like to present a theory of tonology--
and in fact, a general extension of the theory of phonology--whicb 
has as one of its consequences the prediction of the behavior of 
tones in some ways that are puzzling and even paradoxical from 
the standard generative view. I shall concentrate here on one 
kind of behavior that is very familiar to any linguist who has 
worked on African tone languages: when a vowel desyllabifies or 
is deleted by some phonological rule, the tone that it was bearing 
does not disappear--rather, it shifts its location and appears on 
some other vowel. 
Needing a name for this phenomenon, I shall refer to it as 
'stability '--that is, the tone melody has its own stability above 
and beyond that which the vowels provide . Stability, then, in 
general will be the property of some aspect of the linguistic 
signal which maintains itself independently of the other aspects . 
In this case, we note that the tone melody sustains itself inde-
pendently of modifications occurring to the syllabic structure. 
2 . Conspiracies 
What lesson ts to be drawn from this odd behavior? I call 
it odd, though I have not yet shown that tone stability is an 
oddity from the standard generative point of view. Let us examine 
why it is so, and a natural way to do so is to see that ways have 
been developed within the standat·d generative framework to deal 
with tonal phenomena in African tone languages. Only then can we 
learn what stability tells us about these languages. 
I shall consider two examples from the literature, but they 
could be multiplied easily. In both we find recourse or refer-
ence to the notion of 'derivational constraint' or 'conspiracy'. 
A conspiracy, of course, is a pointed way of referring to a kind 
of derivational constraint: in this case, we are dealing with 
derivational constraints of conspiracies to move around the tonal 
specifications from vowel to vowel in order to find, on the 
surface, the same tone melody that oceurs underlyingly. This is 
not. to say that there are no tonal rules that delete or modify 
the tonal melody--there surely are such rules. Nonetheless, the 
normal, 'unmarked' case is where the tone melody survives the 
effects of phonological rules. 
If the tone of a vowel is specified by its features--±High 
and ±Low, let us say for the sake of discussion--then the pitch of 
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the vowel is just like any other of its characteristics, like its 
tensenes~. roundedness, and so forth . If a phonological rule 
should dele-ie that vowel , then its tonal specifications are 
deleted a.long with alJ of its other properties. Suppose we have 
a phonological rule deleting a vowel as in (1) . 
(1) V 7 0 / - ·· V V- Deletion 
(A common Bantu rule-- e . g. , see Spa 1973:78 , rule (32)) . How-
ever, ~e need to save tbe tonal information o~ the deleted vowel. 1 
Looking at tone as a feature of the vowel, we could do this in 
one of exactly three ways, all of which are similar in intent. 
1. We could posit a special 'Tone ~opy 1 rule which copjes 
tne tone of Lhe to-be-deleted vowel onto its neighbor--we could 
do this, I should add , if we permit :B!2. tonal feaLure specifications 
ioside a single vowel segment. Let us permit this for the moment, 
though T have argued elsewhere that this is a. formally incobe.rent 
assumption (Goldsmith 19r4b)~ we shall ulti111.ately have no need ~or 
such formulations: 
(2) 'fone V 
Copy [ If ]- V JetHi yHi ~ a.Hi ruHiJ'VIyRiJ[SLo oLo i3Lo_. lBLo l~Lo 
A typical d.eriva.tion applying Tone Copy and V- De....etion would be as 
in (3). 
(3) 
...
•. • a 
,
1 ..• 
. . , a i •.. Tone Copy 
i ... V-Deletion 
2. Second , we could have the ~one-coyping ru.le operate after 
vowel deletion, out. make 1t a global rule looking back itl the 
deriYation to the stage just befo:re vowel-deletion. This sounds 
unnec~ssarily complicated, and it is; it has been suggested in 
cases where the V-Deletion is optional and Tone-Copy should be 
dcpe~dent on its application. We shall not pu.rsue this possibility 
here 1 for reasons that will be apparent . 
3 . Third , we could posit a general ' deriv-ationaJ cons'l.ra.int' 
to apply to all tonal rules-t,his is the a:µproach Spa te.kes in his 
grammar of Enya, a Bantu language. £e suggests (I translate): 
11When a segment carrying a high tone is deleted or becomes incapable 
o.f carrying a tone, tbe high tcne is transferred to th~ nearesL 
syllabic segment.. . [Thl..s constra.int.J applies eacl1 Lime any rulP. 
whatevPr meets its structural description 11 (Spa 1973 :1'39 and • 
passim) . In fact, tbe correct statement of his deriva.tiorial 
constraint should apply eQu&lly to preserve both High and T,ow 
tones. This modification both dmpllfies his phonological sys1..eu1 
and generalizes his derivational constraint. 
Solutions 2 and 3 are explicitly globS..:., and therefore suspect 
"''ithin received generative theory: a theory countenancing glo·oal 
rllles approaches vacuity. Solution 3 introduces a general global 
condition on vowel-affecting rules~ and while this seems ljke a.n 
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improvement, in that it is a generalization, it is nonetheless 
worse theoretically because we now permit not only global rules, 
but a whole new kind of object which is global and applies any-
where during a derivation outside the set of ordered rules. 
Only solution 1 holds out a possibility, and yet what we find 
in actual work is that for every rule of vowel- deletion or 
desyllabification , we must set up another case of tone-copying, 
and what we have then is a missing generalization. But the 
generalization is precisely solution 3, the general derivational 
constraint. To do satisfactory linguistic work, we need to state 
a generalization; but inclusion of this generalization within the 
standard theory amounts to a serious weakening of the theory of 
phonology. We have reached a crisis in tonological theory. 
We might note that even if we did include the derivational 
constraint, in the belief perhaps that constraining a theory must 
always play a more minor role than stating a generalization, 
three important questions would be left unanswered: first, why are 
the tonal features copied, but not the other features? What 
makes them special? Second, what is meant by a representation 
like (4), a contour-toned vowel produced by the derivational 
constraint--what does it mean for the segment to be segmented? 
Third, and most telling, the 'conspiracy' to preserve tonal 
melodies extends past a derivational constraint that whisks the 
tone off of a sinking vowel: in fact, in a tone language where 
the Derivational Constraint seems to generally hold, what we find 
is that vowel assimilation rules like (5) copy all vowel features 
up to, but not including, tone features. 
(4) 
( 5) txtense 
Sback /
V yhigh -
<'>anterior 
eround 
+V 
atense 
Bback 
yhigh 
oanterior 
eround 
A rule like (5) certainly exists in Igbo and Yoruba, and in 
Enya according to Spa (1973:47, 57). Of course , when two vowels 
come together, each with its own tone, whether one vowel deletes 
and its tone gets retained, as in (3), or one assimilates in 
quality in every regard save tone--the only empirical difference 
lies in the length and syllable quality of the remaining vowel(s). 
From the point of view of tone--and its 'conspiracies'--the same 
fate has come to pass. Yet the derivationa.l constraint speaks 
only to the case with deletion, not the case of nearly-complete 
assimilation, as in (5)--thus missing the generalization. 
This is the logic of the situation; let us look at some 
actual cases in more detail. These types of exampl es could be 
multiplied. 
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(A} The first example comes from t wo articles by Julie 
Lovins (1971a, b) on Lomongo , whose tonological rules> she 
suggests, ' conspire , individually or in concert , to derive surface 
tone patterns on words a.~d phrases without changing the underlying 
melody." Central to the analysis is what .Lovins calls •tone 
composition ', in which the t.ones ''s-t,ay where they a.re when seg-0mentals are deleted . She coPtinues with an example , '1If two 
vowels are ,juxtaposed, within a word or across word boundary , it 
is usual for the first vowel to be elided . Its tone remains a.nd 
combines with that or the following vowel. 11 For example: 
(6) balongo bakae -+ balonghae ' his block' 
bana bamo + ba.narno 'other children ' 
V "' , ,-bomo botamba. ,). bomotamba ' another tree' 
b 4't' ., l ' .. .,a swa a em -+ batswenu 1 you who lead me 
away ' 
With a number of similar examples , i.ovins concludes : ''The 
only derived forms that occur are tbe ories the.t preserve the 
under-lying melody... and the only way to get these derived forms 
j s to posit a species of rule a.ppl i ca.tion tha._. ma.ny linguists find 
obJectiona.ble. 11 Lovins is certainly correct , given the standard 
framework, and she is exceptional among write~s on this subject in 
recogni:ung the i.mpl icat.:ons for phonological theory of the type 
or rule she pcsi~s. 2 
Lovins gives other exMples of the me:odic 'consp~racyt; they 
are nisci.issed in section 5 below a$ examples o.f !low this matter 
should in general be treated. 
(B) The details of Enya, another Bantu language , that Spa 
presents are of essentially the same character as those presented 
by Lovins, at least insofar as they indicate a ' melodic conspiracy ' 
prese:rving tones a.gs.inst the ravages o'!: vowel deletion. I shall 
therefore merely mertion a few examp]es of this sori.. 
The quality or noun-prefix vowels changes before nouns that 
begin with a syllabic. W'nether this :.s entirely by deletion , as 
by Rule (1.) , or by ass.imi-..ation up to 1 but. riot. including . wnal 
inform.at.ion, or both. is r:ot entirely clear. 
{7} /me + tabe/ ~ [metabeJ 'branches' 
Class 14 /me + ~H/ ·> rm~~H.J ' moons , months' 
/me + tsa./ -+ [m1sa] ' poles ' 
Class 3 /mo + e1l/ -+ CmeeHJ ' moon, months ' 
' -Class 10 /Q. + G.pu/ (~p(i) ' odor ' 
/~ + oya/ c9~yG1 1Yapor 1 
In short, deletion and •total ' assirrrl::.ation of syllabic segments 
p1·ocedes without af.fecLing the tonal contours . 
(c) In Yoruba pr<)cesses of this sort are found, too. The 
preposition ni is inherently High- toned. When fo~owed by a.n 
object starting witb a vowel--the usual cas~--the i elides . !f 
the remaining vowel (that is, the vowel that the objecL of ni begins 
wi"th) is any vowel but i, the g_ of ni becomes l· Thus -
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(8) /n1 + he! -+ [nS'.leJ 'at home ' .../n1 + on1,, I -, n6n!J tat today ' (see text) 
/n1 + oae/ -+ Clod~J 'at outslcie 1 (see text) 
The same processes occur with the verb ni ' have '. 
(9} /nf + bko/ } ciokoJ 'have canoe ' 
/n! + oky/ -+ c1okoJ 'have spea.r 1 
In.,... + iru/ •r Cn!r\\J ' have hair' 
These tonal markings must be taken with the following inter-
pretation: the vertical accent is Mid; Yoruba bas three surface 
pitches . In all cases the second tone oft.he object undergoes the 
effects of the underlying rirst tone . A High or Mid on the first 
syllable causes a following Low to be realized as a Falling ~one 
(a flop rule: see (12) belo~). A Low tone on the flrst syllable 
causes a. foUoving Mid or Righ to be downstepped, and a Low tone 
on the first syllable causes a Eigh on the following syllable to 
be ~ealized as a Rising tone (again, a ~1op ; this occurs aJ.ong vith 
the just-mentloned do'Wllstep or downdrift) . 
These processes occur generally in Yoruba; they occur in the 
object in the ni+obj ~ct construction just as else~here. The surface 
realization of ni+ob j ect has a con1:;racted vowel/t,one combination t 
as we have seen. ':'he result of the contraction ~s a vowel with 
the quality of the object's i~itial vowel (ni+oni ~ loni, e . g.); 
the ~one of this vowel will be either {a} Hign, from ni, or (b) the 
merger of High and the underlying tone . This varies from speaker 
to speaker. Thus n1+9k9 4 lok3 E.a.Y be uttered with a Fal]irg tone 
on the initial£: 16ko, preserving, conspiratorially, ~he under-
lying melody. 
3 . Autose,srnental phonoloey 
So much for conspiracies or paradoxical problems for the 
standard theory of phonology. We proceed to a solution . 
We need~ new formalism--one which ~rc~ents, or re-presents. 
what we know is central to tone behavior~ but one which does not 
saddle us with formal par adoxes. We k.no'W that, tone fea:t,ures 
aside , the ~eatures of the vowels and consonants behave unexcep-
tionally. That is, the standard theory of bow vowels and consonants 
are segmented a..~d how features are unordered inside the segment is 
-precisely correct . We do not want to wander through the wilderness 
.for a theory of consonants and vowels in these respects: we have 
one t hat is essentially correct. So we shall start ~ith the 
premise that the rorm.a..l representation for vowels and consonants 
with regard to their non-tona.l features is as in 1 say, Sound 
PatLern of ErzgZish. 3 
What do we want to do with tonal specifications? One thing 
we know from the start: the standa.t~d answer, -which treats the --c.onal 
specifications as features of vovels, is inadequate . 
Yet the tone melodies are se@ented, in the ~rimary sense o~ 
the word: the tone me l ody is composed of smaller, repeatable units, 
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the tonal segments. The obvious proposal to make, then is that 
the tone melody also composes a segmented line--a second tier of 
segments . To complete the representation, we will need associa-
tion lines between the string of phonological segments, and the 
string of tonological segments. For a vowel to be associated 
with a particular tone will mean that it is uttered at that tone's 
pitch. 
For example, now, if we have a two-syllable word 'bala', 
this is represented: 
(10) bala 
I I 
L H 
If it should undergo a rule (we might call this a 'flop' rule for 
geometric reasons) and gain a rising tone on the second syllable 
by 'assimilation', then we vill represent this as in (ll), and the 
Flop rule that creates it will be as in (12). 
(ll) b al a (12) V C V
J__., ......,1/1
L H L H 
The dotted line in (12) represents the structural change. In 
(11) there is no one- to-one correspondence between tonemes and 
syllables, but that is exactly what we know happens in tone 
languages-this remarkable feature of the formalism is precisely 
what we would desire in a formalism . 
Now we shall see that the formalism that is sketched above--
which I call 'autosegmental phonology '-is the solution to the 
paradoxical situation discussed in sections 1 and 2. The 
existence of the tone melody's 'stability' was our concern: how 
could it be that a tone refused to be deleted when its vowel was 
deleted? 
But in our new formalism, this is precisely what is predicted. 
In any theory of generative phonology {and this one is no different), 
a deletion rule deletes a segment. llow, if a rule ( ( l) , for 
example) should delete a vowel, it does not delete any of the tone 
segments that the vowel is associated with, since those tone 
segments are quite separate segments. The vorst that can happen 
is that the tone segments will be left 'orphaned' or free, without 
a vowel associated with it. And this will be the interesting case 
to look at in detail. 
I would like to emphasize the point ~e have just seen: the 
'stability' phenomenon, formerly paradoxical, has become a natural 
consequence of an autosegmental generative systern--not by proposing 
a constraint on rules, but rather by proposing in effect a new 
geometrical shape (in a somewhat abstract sense) for formal 
representations. We may observe, too, that this representation 
could be likened to a theory of co-articulation of the mouth and 
some of the laryngeal (pitch) features. 
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One further e~'tremely important point about autosegmental 
representation must be ma.de . A Well-formed.Dess Condition is 
placed on representations which expresses a. good deal about their 
1 geometry1 • 
Well- rormedness Condi~ion 
(1) All tones must be associated with et leas~ one 
syllabic segment in the other tier; 
Conversely , all syllabic segments in the upper 
tier must be associated with at least one 
toneme ln the tone tier . 
(2) No association lines may cross. 
1'his vell-formedness condition does not throw ou~ representations 
that do not satisfy it ((13), e.g.}; ra~her, ve interpret the 
well- formedness condition to add or delete association lines in 
a minimal way ( generally by mini.mi zing the number of' Jine addH ions 
or deletions) so as to meet the well-formedness condition as 
completely as possible . Thus (13) is converted by the ~ell-
~ormedness condition to (1~) by the addition of association lines. 
This well-!ormedness condition is not a ru1e, nor a derivational. 
const.raint.; it is a definition of the forma.lism--which is not to 
~ay that it does not have striking a.nd immediate empirical 
consequences, as we shall see . 
(13) ma. gi ri (1u) !118. gi ri 
I ~ 
H H 
In originally associating a syllable with its tone, languages have 
recourse to two ty1)es of procedures (see Goldsmith 1975): eit.hcr 
they spread out one- to-one from a boundary, as in Mende (see Leben 
1973) (figure (15}) or a tone is specifically associated with a 
correspondingly marked syllable . 
(15) CV CV CV CV CV cvv .. er cl .. \~ 
L H L H L H 
·oy ma.Jar by the 
e.s sociation rule well- formed.Dess 
condition 
That is, a syllable of a vord can be marked as the specific one 
that a. certain tone is to -oe coordinated with. I shall use a 
'starl in either tier to indicate which segments are marked ~o 
associate with each other . 
(16) CV CV ctJ CV CV 
/ 
lt 
I (as in English\ for 
H L example) 
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1n Bantu languages, it is not unco:m.mon that a specific syllable 
is marked to oe the one which ~he tone connects to. In such cases , 
as in (16), the well-formedness condition intends to sprea.d the 
~one melody over the yet-unassociated syllables; however. there 
is an apparent ambiguity regarding the final two syllables: does 
the H spread ~here (as in (17)) or the L (as in (18)}? 
* (17) * (18),c~j/)v c~T,? 
a L H L 
Without exception (English , Sanskrit, Japanese, and Tonga have 
been examined in detail in this regard}, the unstarred toneme 
spreads; thus (18) is produced hy the well-formedness condition , 
not (17). Functionally , we :may reg.a.rd this as a preservation of 
the prominence of the accented syllable, which would be lost if 
(17) were derived. 
Wl Lh this machinery a.t our disposal, we may return to tomongo. 
4. Lomongo reduplication: a reanalysis 
Let us consider in more detail the reduplication treated by 
Lovins (1971a, b). Verbs are lexically marked for tone , Hor L: 
t.he stem is reduplica.teci and a.n ~ lnf'ix is added between the t,.,.o 
copies or the stem. An Lor H tone desinence then fo'lows. 
(19) L-toned stem /stk/ ' stop' 
fl-toned desinence L- toned desinence 
~, * sik-ra+sik+V sik+a+sik+V 
I Iunderlyingly i(·* L H L L 
;; 
sik+a.+sik+V sik+a+sik+V 
by the well-l \V 
* 
l \j/fonnedness 
L H condition L L 
sa.+sik+V sa+sik+V 
pbonologica.,.. 
.rules 
L H L L 
J'W !\JI 
csasfkVJ rsas1kV1 
(The last. st.age is reached by purely phonol ogical rules: k-+ 0 ; and 
ia-+ a). 
(20) /lomb/ H-toned stem ' be shy ' 
L-toned desinence H- toned desinence 
·• * lomb+a+lomb+V lomb+a+ lomb+V 
* 
\ \.. 
H L H H 
lomb+a+lomb+V * *lomb+a+lomb+V 
-oy the Yell-
formedness 
H L condition H H 
\ 
* \V \ * \V 
la+lomb+V la+lomb+V 
by phono-
logicall~/ t~ 
H L rules H H 
na.1ombvJ na.1ombVJ 
In short, from the notation Ye get the 'conspiratorial ' results 
automatically by keeping the syllabic a.nd the tonal levels 
formally separate . It ma.y be noted that Ye get the desinence-
tone spreading automatically, too, as Yell a:y a formal understandi ng 
of the notion ' contour tone' . Furthermore, the process of total 
vowel assimilation- construed, as, e . g . , (21)-has the desired 
property of copying all features up to, but not including, tone 
features, since tone features aren'~ features of vowels . 
(21) X [+syllabic) C+syllabicJ y 
1 2 3 4 + 
1 3 3 4 
5 . An autosegmental analysis of Igbo 
In section 4, we observed that conspiracies of the sort 
discussed in section 2 are straightforward consequences of the 
aut osegmental representation. In deleting a vowel, we do not 
del.ete i t s t one ; rather , its tonal segment finds some other place 
to associate. 
This conclusion came about by viewing tones as segments on an 
equal rank with 'phonological ' segments . This parallelism can be 
pursued; in fact, we find in general perfect formal symmetry bet-ween 
the two levels . The· 1dual 1 , then , of vowel deletion would be 
tone- del etion , followed by reassociation to another tone by the 
vowel that had been associated wit h the deleted tone . 
A particularly instructive example of this sort is found in 
UhfihU Ibgo (Green and Igwe 1963). Igbo has three underlying tones--
High, Mid, and Low , where Mid in this dialect is a downstepping 
High. That is , when Mid is uttered after a non-Low tone (High or 
Mid) , it bas the pitch of a High that has been downstepped as if 
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by an intervening 'phantom' Low ton-e . In this dialect, however, 
the downstep has been systematized as a third underlying tone, 
the Mid . In any event, the Mid and the High are phonetically 
indistinguishable after Low. 
~he 1~ l'l!a..io form of the verb has ~he following pattern: it 
consists of the subject NP, £allowed by the /a/ verbal prefix, 
followed by a verb stem, optional suffix.es , a.nd any objects the 
very may have. In tableau: 
(MP subject) a. CV CV CV (Direct Etc. 
pre- verb suffixes Object) 
, fix stem 
The tone of the verb stem and the prefix is as fo11cws: 
{22) (i) For :exically Low-toned verbs: AF.FIX STEM 
When the subject ends ln ~ow 
tone! 
When the subject ends in High 
tone : Low Low 
(ii) For lexically Non-Lov verbs: 
When the subject ends in Lov 
tone: Lo'w "High" 
Wben the subject ends in High 
tone: Mid t'High11--
Lhat is~ 
on the 
same pitch 
as aff'ix 
l have put 11Kigh 11 in quotadon marks where it occurs in a -posi1;ion 
where High a.nd Mid are .:.ndisllnguishaole on ;:.he surface . Furthermore , 
we must note that a .High following a Mid is realized on the same 
pitch as t.he Mid . 
Such a super£icial description is misleading. The alternations 
displayed there are quite simple when stated auhoseg,nenta.lly. note 
first that the second row in both (i) and (ii) is simpler; in 
particular, the affix and the stem a.re on the same pitch for both 
Low and Non-Low verb stems . (:L ls crucially important to recognize 
tb.at the High-tonea forr.i in (ii) could ~ be written ' M M', 
because that would mean a downstep between the affix and the stem, 
which does not occur.) 
What is happening here is that the underlying forms are as in 
(23), ~hich is rea~ized on the surface wnen tbe subject ends in a 
L-tone. 
(23) Low-toned verbs Non-Low toned verbs 
affix verb e.ffix verb 
i,H L M 
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The Low- toned verb shows up as such; the non--,ow Loned verb shows 
up as Mid , a common occurrence throughout the Igbo verb forms . 
The a.f'fix is, in effect, dissimilated from the stem. To derive the 
tonal forms when the subject ends in a. High-tone, there is a rule 
(24) which deletes tbe affix tone following a subject ending in H~ 
(24) Condition: Last- cycle: I 
H l[Tafftx Main f'orn: occurs only 
verb in non-embedded forms. 
l 2 ~ 
1 </J 
For example, 
(25) Low-Toned Verb 
(a) # Adha # a~za+a ff 1Adl'1a has svept ... ' 
I I I I I I I I 
ti L H II® L H H Underlying~, 
1/J Sule (2li) 
f ldhj j a+zj+j f 
#L H# Lil# 
#Ad.ha# a+za+a # By the well-formedness 
I I IIV 11 condition. 
#LB/IL H# •ldha a.za..a.... , 
(b) High-toned Verb 
' Adha has car~ied bags ' ' The chief has carried bags' 
#Ad.ha# a+ci+a rekpa # # Eze # a+ci+a # a.kpa # 
I I I I I I I I I I l 
#IfL#L M H#L LI/J by rule (24) i £ ~ Jcb i J# l l ! 
# Aciha # a +c i +a II a.kpa # 
I I I l I I I I I No change 
#L H# M H/IL L# 
·# Adha # a+ci+a # akpa # 
I I I I '\.,./ I ~ I I No change 
#L H# M lif/L L# 
..dh.,. I A,. 'k 'JCA a ac1a a pa 
Notke that the final form in (25b) has an M associated with two 
vowels . This can mean only one thing: the l:.wo syllables a.re uttered 
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at the same pitch, of course, with the 'a' downstepped f:rom the 
subJect-final Hof ' Adha'. And this is the correct result as 
indicated in (22) . 
6. Concl usion 
It is not uncommon to f ind the observation made that in 
African tone languages, the tone melody seems to act almost 
independently of the syllable structure . It is another matter 
to incorporate this observation i nto a specific formal theory. 
The autosegmenta.l framework is such a proposal; and this paper 
sketches the way it deals with some representative tonal rules . 
Footnotes 
*This work was supported by a grant from the national 
Institutes of Health , 5T01 HDOOlll-10. 
11iote what Carl Meinhof wrote in Gr>undriss einer Lautl.ehre 
dei> Bantuspraahen: "A syllable may disappear without l eaving a 
trace, and yet its former existence there may still be indicated 
by its tone, which has been imparted to the next syllable . In 
this way it is sometimes found that the tones are the most persistent 
element in a language." 
2 We may note t hat one of the major rules Lovins posits--the 
monotony rule, spreading the desinential tone over the post-radical 
syllables--is no exception to the melody conspiracy, as she 
suggests it is. It is rather due to the well- formedness condition 
on tonological representations; see (19) and (20).
3of course , there are small points to question , such as what 
features there are , whether features are binary, whether there 
are linkages between features , whether there are unspecified 
features, and so on. But these are, in context, small issues . 
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